arts in

The Arts and Creative sector accounts for 3.3% of Manitoba’s workforce, with an annual GDP
of $1.7 billion in 2014.The music industry alone generated $4.12 for every $1 invested by the
provincial government in 2016.
The figures all speak to the same story - that Manitoba’s Arts and Culture industries are strong,
resilient, and competitive, and yet, they do not reflect the diverse and talented population in
the province, meaning that many voices are left unheard, and creations left unseen.
The North End Community Renewal Corporation (NECRC) is in the process of creating an
inclusive, accessible, and innovative place for Artists to share their cultures, and for the
community to enjoy them. While programs exist in the North End and Winnipeg that give an
opportunity for people living with barriers to explore the creation of Art, there are few targeted
programs for people from these communities to develop their Art into a profession.
During the consultations for the most recent North End Community Development Plan, the
need for an Arts and Culture Centre in the North End was identified as a priority project. In
late 2016 and early 2017 NECRC staff consulted with community members and partners to
establish the initial design of the project, including centre’s vision, mission and guiding
principles. As the project progresses, NECRC wishes to create a Five-Year Plan for the centre,
providing it further direction and shape with guidance from our community, the Artists this
centre will serve, and Arts organizations.
Building on the momentum of the murals, and Project Re(NEW)’s 2014 report, we envision such
a space might find its home in the Dufferin neighbourhood, where it can be easily accessed by
public transit, close to already existing amenities, and where there are many opportunities in
property development.
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VI S ION
Winnipeg’s Creative Community reflects the Depth, Passion, and Identities of our shared society.

MI S SIO N
To be an open and inspiring, multidisciplinary space that supports, elevates and provides
opportunities for artists from Winnipeg’s Marginalized Majority through creative and career
development, mentorship, and connection.

G U I D IN G VA LU ES
Art 			To create
Equity 			
To provide opportunities given on the basis of need
Nurture 		
To facilitate the growth of the Artists in a manner that is correct for them
Accessibility 		
To be an accessible space. To make Art accessible. To make opportunities 		
				
accessible to Artists. To give greater access to the Audience/Community

I D EAS
The centre will move the North End closer to what OurWinnipeg calls a Complete Community
The centre will be for Artists already creating, and will not duplicate programs already occuring 			
the North End or in Winnipeg
The centre will be a safe, accessible space
The centre will be for everyone, and will give priority to those who need it
The centre will be a hub of Artists and Art organizations, all creating together
The space will include creation, teaching, recording, performance space and exibition space
This Project is focused on long-term financial sustainability
Lead with programming before there is a physical space

Andrew Sannie, Rec & Wellness, NECRC
Rachel Stone, Manitoba Music
Alan Greyeyes, Manitoba Music
Sean McManus, Manitoba Music
Stephen Wilson, Graffiti Art Programming
Nic Nieves, North End Community Member, Artist
Jason Syvixy, HTFC Planning and Design
Brent Johnson, WSO, Luxton Residents Association
Edward Cloud, Point Douglas Residents Committee

Please direct all inquiries on the project to:
E u sebio Lopez- A guilar
North End Arts & Culture Coordinator
no rthe n d arts@necrc.org, 204- 688- 3842
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Eusebio Lopez-Aguilar, Arts & Culture Coordinator, NECRC
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